
Southern Hemisphere Open Painting Competition Categories and Classes 

 

1. Science Fiction 
Representations of futuristic humanoid beings, characters, vehicles from games, television, movies, books, comics and 

other media. 

1.1. Sci-Fi Single Small Miniature: Single miniature up to 35mm scale 

1.2. Sci-Fi Single Large Miniature: Any scale model 

1.3. Sci-Fi Squad: 3 to 10 models 

1.4. Sci-Fi Duel/Diorama: A scene including multiple models (2+) and scenic effects to illustrate a story or 

event 

 

2. Fantasy (including Steampunk) 
Representations of mythical or imaginary humanoid or non-humanoid beings, vehicles and characters from games, 

television, movies, books, comics and other media. 

2.1. Fantasy Single Small Miniature: Single miniature up to 35mm scale 

2.2. Fantasy Single Large Miniature: Any scale model 

2.3. Fantasy Squad: 3 to 10 models 

2.4. Fantasy Duel/Diorama: A scene including multiple models (2+) and scenic effects to illustrate a story or 

event 

 

3. Historical 
True-to-life representations of humans, being models of an identifiable real person or of a "typical" real person wearing the 

clothing and bearing the accoutrements of an identifiable historical event or period. Includes true-to-life representations of 

actors portraying historical persons provided that the model is identified as the actor in character, not as the person 

portrayed 

3.1. Historical Single Small Miniature: Single miniature up to 35mm scale  

3.2. Historical Single Large Miniature: Any scale model 

3.3. Historical Squad: 3 to 10 models  

3.4. Historical Duel/Diorama: A scene including multiple models (2+) and scenic effects to illustrate a story 

or event 

 

4. Young Blood 
Junior painters are those under the age of 16 at the time of the Competition judging. Young blood modellers may enter a 

higher age Class, this situation should be clearly recorded on the entry form to avoid entries being reclassified. There will 

be no separate categories within the Young Blood Class, however if the quantity of entries is sufficient Objective Secured 

Reserves the right to add additional classes as per rule 1.7 on the Painting Competition Rules and Conditions of Entry.  

  

 


